
.: A majority of DVD designs utilize a column grid 
system— much like a magazine’s feature article: the opening page has 
limited columns, the remainder of the pages increase in columns.

Notice how at fi rst glance this appears symmetrical. 
But it is in reality asymmetrical, which is preferable in design work.



.: Photographs or drawings of people should not should show 
models glancing off the contents of the page, rather they should direct 
attention to crucial information.  .: Notice although the designer repeated 
an icon of the character on the spine, the image is in reverse so she looks 

towards the front of the DVD where the essential information lies. Most 
people will only see the spine fi rst if stocked at a DVD rental store or on 
a bookcase; psychologically you need to force the viewer to fl ip the DVD 
over to see the cover and then to see the fi lm’s synopsis on the back.



.: Notice how the titles tend to be placed on color tones; the 
words do not cross over photos nor textured patterns.  A controlled 
gradient background (as in the above design) works fi ne.



.: The left section or backside of the DVD contains a majority 
of the fi lm information. The front cover contains one large image pertain-
ing to the main actors or characters, movie title, director, and small blurbs 
from reviews.



.: In this case the director’s name is hard to read. They tried 
compensating by putting a broader outline shadow around the text, but 
it is still diffi cult to read at fi rst. The movie name is clearly shown despite 
the photo beneath it



.: With a strong strategy, designs like this modern reinterpreta-
tion of a silent fi lm classic break beyond the grid’s established fl owlines 
and columns to catch the human eye off guard. It gives off the impression 
that it follows a rigid formula, but in reality it bends the rules. 

In the upper right hand corner of the back cover, the designer allows 
the title Metropolis and the photo to bleed directly to the fold of the page. 
This in a sense is playing with fi re; the text could end up printing in the 
spine area of the design, which would be “fatal”.


